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ABSTRACT

Introduction: There are well-established protocols and procedures for the majority of common surgical diseases, yet surgical services remain largely inaccessible for much of the world’s rural poor. Data on the process and outcome of surgical care expansion, however, are very limited, and the roll-out process of rural surgical implementation in particular has never been studied. Here, we propose the first implementation research study to assess the surgical scale-up process in the rural district of Achham, Nepal.

Methods and analysis: Based primarily on the protocols of the WHO’s Integrated Management for Emergency and Essential Surgical Care (IMEESC), this study’s threefold implementation strategy will include: (1) the core IMEESC surgical care program, (2) community-based follow-up via health workers, and (3) hospital-based quality improvement programs. The implementation program will employ additional emergency and surgical care protocols developed collaboratively by physicians, nurses and the authors. This strategy will be referred to as IMEESC-Plus. This study will employ both qualitative and quantitative research methodologies to collect clinical data and information on the reception and utilisation of services. The first 18 months of the implementation process will be studied and divided into an initial phase (first 6 months) and a consolidation phase (subsequent 12 months).

Discussion: This study aims to describe the logistics of the implementation process of IMEESC-Plus, and assess the quality of the resulting IMEESC-Plus services during the course of the implementation process. Using data generated from this study, larger, multi-site implementation studies can be planned that assess the scale-up of surgical services worldwide in resource-limited areas.

ARTICLE SUMMARY

Article focus

- Analysis of program results utilising the WHO’s Integrated Management of Emergency and Essential Surgical Care (IMEESC) approach, which will be supplemented with additional community-based follow-up protocols, and hospital-based quality improvement mechanisms; this approach will be referred to as IMEESC-Plus.
- Study of the logistics of the implementation process of IMEESC-Plus.
- Assessment of the quality of the resulting IMEESC-Plus services during the course of the implementation process.

Key messages

- There is an acute need to study the basic operational processes by which surgical services deployment occurs in remote, resource-limited settings.
- The proposed study protocol will be the first to directly address this need.
- Using data generated from this study, larger, multi-site implementation studies can be planned that assess the scale-up of surgical services worldwide in resource-limited areas.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- As the setting of this prospective study faces many of the challenges found globally in geographically-isolated, resource-poor settings, the findings may be generalisable to other sites throughout the world.
- By utilising both quantitative data and qualitative study techniques, this protocol will enable a broad analysis of program effectiveness.

BACKGROUND

Worldwide, 11% of death and disability are attributable to surgically curable diseases. Every year, 224 million major surgeries are performed,1–3 yet the distribution of these surgeries is highly inequitable. Approximately 30% of the world’s population receives 74% of the world’s surgical procedures, with the poorest third obtaining a meagre 3%.2 Two billion people worldwide, roughly a third of the global population, live in areas with less than one operating room per 100 000 people. As a result, patients in poor countries do not
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receive timely surgical services and suffer significant morbidity and mortality for preventable and treatable conditions.4,5

A massive global scale-up of surgical capacity is required to close this gap in surgical accessibility.6–8 Due to challenges regarding human resources, transportation systems and the procurement of electricity and water, implementing surgical services in resource-limited environments presents unique challenges. Although there is a growing literature on the deployment of surgical quality initiatives within existing surgical programs, data examining how to achieve this scale-up are limited.9 There is thus an acute need to study the basic operational processes by which surgical services deployment occurs in remote, resource-limited settings.

This study will be the first to describe and assess the implementation of surgical services in a resource-limited practice environment. We believe there are two components missing from the WHO’s existing Integrated Management of Emergency and Essential Surgical Care (IMEESC) program: explicit mechanisms for community-based follow-up and explicit mechanisms for quality improvement. In our experiences, real-world implementation requires greater attention to these aspects of surgical care. Hence, this study will implement an IMEESC-Plus protocol at a district-level hospital in remote, rural Nepal.

To examine this scientifically, we will use mixed qualitative and quantitative implementation research methodologies. Implementation research is the study of processes for integrating empirically supported treatments into usual care, and holds high promise for reducing the gap between technological discoveries and clinical practice.10 Such research will form the scientific basis for future multi-site studies that can serve as a foundation for global financing and roll-out of surgical services in resource-limited areas worldwide.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

**Site**

The surgical scale-up will take place in the district of Achham, located in the mountains of western Nepal, which has suffered the consequences of war, longstanding poverty and a concentrated HIV epidemic. Citizens of this region continue to struggle to gain access to basic health services, and the recently opened Bayalpata Hospital is one of the few healthcare institutions in the district of 266,000 people. This facility serves as the major referral centre for Achham and its surrounding two districts. The hospital operates as a private–public partnership between the Ministry of Health of Nepal and the Nepali non-profit organisation Nyaya Health Nepal. The hospital grounds are owned by the government of Nepal. The hospital is financed by the government of Nepal (approximately 25%), individual donors via the US-based parent organisation Nyaya Health International (approximately 50%) and foundation grants (approximately 25%).

Services are provided to patients of Bayalpata Hospital free of charge. These services include outpatient and inpatient services, 24 h emergency and delivery services,11 laboratory diagnostics,12,13 x-ray and ultrasound services, an on-site pharmacy, ambulance service and community health programs.5 Minor surgical procedures are performed, including the repair of lacerations, drainage of abscesses, closed reductions, casting and manual vacuum aspiration. Staffing includes two physicians, two mid-level providers, six nurse-midwives and approximately 20 additional staff members.5 Currently, there is no operating room, surgeon, nurse anaesthetist, or capacity for major surgeries at Bayalpata Hospital. Owing to poor roads, lack of motorised transportation, a dearth of other local healthcare facilities and widely dispersed villages, more than 20% of Bayalpata Hospital’s patients walk 10 or more hours each way to receive services. The hospital oversees a network of approximately 50 community health workers (CHWs) who are part of the government’s Female Community Health Volunteer program. The setting of this study presents many of the challenges faced globally in geographically isolated, resource-poor settings. Findings of the prospective study may, therefore, be generalisable to other sites throughout the world.

**Implementation plan: IMEESC-Plus**

The integrated threefold approach of Bayalpata Hospital’s surgical implementation program is based primarily upon the WHO’s IMEESC program.14 This strategy will be supplemented with additional community-based follow-up protocols utilising an existing CHW network and hospital-based quality improvement mechanisms. In this way, it will be possible to provide outreach services to improve patient outcomes and to establish an ongoing mechanism for institutional change. Such outreach services are critical to continuity of care in rural or remote areas with poor transportation infrastructure. The primary clinical manual utilised throughout this process will be the WHO’s Surgical Care at the District Hospital15 guidelines. Protocols for operations and management policies will include the WHO’s Best Practice Protocols: Clinical Safety Procedures,16 as well as emergency and surgical care protocols for physicians and nurses developed in collaboration with the authors. Utilising these foundations, the Bayalpata Hospital is implementing an IMEESC-Plus program that includes: (1) the core IMEESC surgical care program; (2) community-based follow-up via CHWs; and (3) hospital-based quality improvement programs.
Bayalpata Hospital currently has the capacity to conduct only minor surgical procedures, and the expanded services to be made available will include the procedures described in box 1. All of these procedures will be performed by a generalist physician with postgraduate surgical training (referred to as an ‘MD-GP’ in Nepal). The government of Nepal is focussing on this type of practitioner to provide essential surgical care in rural areas. Surgical aspects of MD-GP training focus specifically on the surgical procedures outlined in box 1, and competency in these procedures is required for graduation. The level of training analogous to that of MD-GP practitioners is also the focus of the IMEESC program worldwide. The surgeon will receive additional on-site support and training from visiting senior surgeons from among Nyaya Health colleagues in the United States and Nepal. Utilising Nyaya Health’s existing Mortality and Morbidity program, email discussion and support will also be available to the surgical staff on a non-urgent basis. This program is intended to enable enhanced learning and reflection rather than to provide active, real-time management.

The MD-GP will oversee a nurse anaesthetist trained within the government’s scheme to deliver basic anaesthesia to surgical patients in rural areas. A staff nurse (a specific designation within the government of Nepal’s healthcare provider hierarchy) will assist the MD-GP and nurse anaesthetist in providing post-operative care. In keeping with current policy, any cases that are outside the scope of practice of this modest team will be sent via ambulance to an appropriate referral centre (between 6 and 14 h away).

As Bayalpata Hospital has done before, the opening of the operating room will be advertised over the local radio. In our experience, this method has worked well at spreading health messages in Achham. Over time, as experience builds, Bayalpata Hospital will additionally train its CHWs as well as providers within the government’s clinic network in screening for and identifying potential elective surgical candidates.

The existing network of CHWs at Bayalpata Hospital will follow-up patients after surgery to detect and prevent complications. Within each political subdivision, these health workers report to community health advocates, who in turn report to hospital-based coordinators. This network was built based on the government of Nepal’s existing health worker infrastructure. As such, this model should be scalable both within Nepal and in the many countries that have government-sponsored CHW networks.

The implementation of surgical services will occur within the framework of quality management using Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) and Root Cause Analysis (RCA) models. Methods will include regular data management reviews, clinical- and operational-level checklists, and a mortality and morbidity conference program. We anticipate that these will evolve over the course of the study, as with any quality improvement initiative. Bayalpata Hospital maintains an active database of administrative and clinical data that integrates outcomes for its clinical programs. In addition, quality checklists will serve as the basis for ongoing improvement, and will cover materials management, facilities maintenance, biomedical engineering and provider-level clinical care. Finally, an ongoing mortality and morbidity review program conducted at the hospital will serve as an institutional quality improvement mechanism. The overall program aims to identify and address challenges and action items regarding structure, process and outcomes.

**Study participants**

The participants of this research will be patients and their families, as well as hospital staff. The main benefit to research participants will be an improvement in the accessibility, quality and safety of surgical care delivery in their communities.

All surgical patients who present to Bayalpata Hospital during the study period will be included as participants. The anticipated surgical patients will be predominantly women and children, who represent 75% of all patients served at Bayalpata Hospital. The reason for this demographic predominance is because most of the region’s men travel to India as migrant workers and are thus absent from the district for large periods of time. Although paediatric patients represent a large portion of the patients seen at Bayalpata Hospital,21 children are less prone to conditions amenable to surgery and will thus constitute fewer surgical patients. Their involvement in the study, however, will be proportional to the burden of surgical disease among children in Achham.

Patients at this facility are all ethnic Nepalis due to the geographically isolated nature of the hospital. Hence, this study will be based on the demographics of the region’s residents.

**Objectives**

This study will follow the first 18 months of the implementation process. An implementation research approach will be used to study the deployment of surgical services in this rural, resource-limited setting. Since effective implementation hinges on quantifiable

---

**Box 1  List of essential surgical services during scale-up at Bayalpata Hospital**

- Amputation of distal or proximal limbs
- Appendectomy
- Caesarean section
- Cholecystectomy
- Exploratory laparotomy
- Hernia repair
- Hydrocele reduction
- Surgical correction of head, chest and abdominal trauma
- Surgical management of acute closed and open fractures
- Surgical management of wounds and burns
systems and human implementation as well as the reception of such systems, a mixed qualitative and quantitative research methodology will be employed. Both approaches are crucial and will be used in a complementary fashion to collect data and identify key drivers for implementation elsewhere. Given that some changes are anticipated during the initial scale-up process, the analysis will be broken down into an initial phase (first 6 months) and a consolidation phase (subsequent 12 months).

The primary aims of the study are twofold. The first goal is to describe the logistics of the implementation process of IMEESC-Plus. Logistical topics to be examined include the conditions with which patients present as well as the financial, staffing, pharmaceutical and consumable supply inputs required to address these conditions. Such data have yet to be described and will be critical in assessing the resources required to plan a larger study and bring IMEESC-Plus to scale. The study’s second aim is to assess the quality of the resulting IMEESC-Plus services during the course of the implementation process. The quality measures used will be the following: adherence of staff to resuscitation and surgical operating protocols, performance of morbidity and mortality conferences, patient follow-up rates, rates of complications and supply chain reliability. A mixed qualitative and quantitative approach will be employed to achieve these two aims. Using data generated from this study, larger, multi-site implementation studies can be planned to assess the scale-up of surgical services in resource-limited areas worldwide.

**Specific aim 1**

Specific aim 1 is to describe the logistics of the implementation process of IMEESC-Plus: the conditions with which patients present and the financial, staffing, pharmaceutical and consumable supply inputs required to address these conditions.

To achieve this aim, we will describe the types of surgical diseases, determine raw financial inputs, assess consumable and pharmaceutical needs and analyse the deployment process from the staff perspective.

**Nature of surgical disease presenting at Bayalpata Hospital**

This study will quantify the type of surgical diseases present and the treatment of these diseases using a simple data recording instrument (see table 1). This recording instrument is currently being implemented at Bayalpata Hospital for existing minor surgical services. Data will be displayed in two forms: (1) a tabular form with demographic and descriptive information, and (2) a summary form, in which information will be categorised by types of conditions present during the initial and consolidation phases. We hypothesise that there will be a gradual expansion over time of more complex diagnoses and surgical procedures. We expect that this expansion will occur rapidly during the first 6 months and hit a plateau by 18 months. This hypothesis predicts that by the end of the studied 18 months, the annual number of surgeries will approach 20 per 10000 citizens.

For this specific study, we will not be conducting a community-wide surveillance of surgical disease burden for either planning or detection purposes. There is a clear need for emergency surgical services due to the lack of such services in the region. During the last 3 years, this need for surgical capacity has become extremely clear to Nyaya Health providers. Given that Bayalpata Hospital serves a dispersed catchment area of up to 500000 people in a travel radius of over 24 h, a community survey may not accurately predict surgical volume. Furthermore, we believe that understanding the burden of surgical disease presenting for medical services nevertheless provides important data that may aid health ministries, hospitals and non-governmental organisations seeking to roll out surgical services in resource-limited settings. Basic numbers will be obtained from mathematical models and existing healthcare utilisation data.

Most patients eligible for elective surgery (for conditions which could potentially be detected by a community survey) will ultimately be recruited through the standard government mechanism of surgical camp advertisements.

**Financial inputs**

All raw financial inputs into the system will be quantified and broken down into categories for pharmaceuticals, capital equipment, consumables, and facilities construction and maintenance inputs. These inputs will be obtained by monthly analyses of the financial databases currently in existence at Bayalpata Hospital. Costs will include pharmaceutical facility staffing, consumable materials and capital equipment; total monthly costs will be displayed in a histogram. Within each bar in the histogram, the percentage of the total costs for each category of expenditures will also be displayed. Based on Bayalpata Hospital’s costing model (available for download), we hypothesise that the overall construction and 2-year operating costs of implementing the IMEESC-Plus model will be US$0.50 per capita in the district.

**Pharmaceutical and consumable item utilisation**

The usage of pharmaceutical and consumable items during the roll-out process will be tabulated based upon monthly analyses of the pharmaceutical and supply databases currently in existence at Bayalpata Hospital. Assessment will be based primarily on high-volume items, including antibiotics, suture material, scalpels and needles. Monthly utilisation patterns will be displayed by means of a histogram.

**Qualitative documentation of the implementation process**

The deployment process will be documented qualitatively, with the primary domains of analysis being the following: human resources management, supply chains, in-hospital work flows and patient-level interactions. Hospital-level analyses will be performed according to three modalities: (1) open-ended, semi-structured
interviews of staff at 3-month intervals, (2) non-participant observation of planning meetings and morbidity and mortality conferences, and (3) focus groups with staff at 3-month intervals. All interviews and observations will be recorded in a journal maintained by the research coordinator. This journal will then be translated and back-translated, and assessed using the framework analysis methodology.

Specific aim 2

Specific aim 2 is to assess the quality of the resulting IMEESC-Plus services during the course of the implementation process: adherence of staff to resuscitation and operating protocols, supply chain reliability, performance of morbidity and mortality conferences, patient follow-up rates and rates of complications.

To achieve this aim, assessments will be made of compliance with stocking protocols, adherence to safety checklists and protocols, patient-level follow-up and complication rates.

Stocking protocols

Staff compliance with stocking protocols will be assessed by adapting existing WHO site analysis tools and will be displayed via monthly histograms. It is hypothesised that there will be steady compliance with pharmaceutical and consumable stocking protocols, with no more than 5% of items missing on a monthly basis.

Surgical safety and resuscitation protocols

Assessments will be made of adherence to the Surgical Safety Checklist, as well as novel emergency resuscitation (pre- and post-surgical care) and hospital operations protocols developed for this project. The surgical safety checklist to be employed is well-validated and described, and has been adopted by the WHO as the standard for surgical services globally. However, the real-world functioning of this checklist at the outset of services in severely resource-limited settings has yet to be described. The analysis of surgical checklist adherence will occur as described in box 2. Staff adherence with other care protocols will be determined by evaluation forms that have been adapted from the WHO model to evaluate nursing and physician performance.

The rates of adherence to each protocol are estimated for the initial 6 months and the subsequent 12 consolidation months. With 100 patients in the initial period, it will be possible to estimate the true complication rate for

---

**Table 1** Surgical care registry

| S.N. | OP Number | Date | Name | VDC/Ward | Contact Info | Age | Chief Complaint (a) | Location (b) | Comorbidities (c) | Intervention (d) | Anesthesia Type (e) | Outcome (f) | Complication (g) | 1st day (h) outcome | 2nd day (i) outcome | 3rd day (j) outcome | 4th day (k) outcome | 5th day (l) outcome | 6th day (m) outcome | 7th day (n) outcome | 8th day (o) outcome | 1st/f (p) outcome | 2nd/f (q) outcome | 3rd/f (r) outcome | 4th/f (s) outcome | 5th/f (t) outcome | 6th/f (u) outcome | 7th/f (v) outcome | 8th/f (w) outcome | 9th/f (x) outcome | 10th/f (y) outcome | 11th/f (z) outcome | 12th/f (aa) outcome | 13th/f (bb) outcome | 14th/f (cc) outcome | 15th/f (dd) outcome | 16th/f (ee) outcome | 17th/f (ff) outcome | 18th/f (gg) outcome | 19th/f (hh) outcome | 20th/f (ii) outcome | 21st/f (jj) outcome | 22nd/f (kk) outcome | 23rd/f (ll) outcome | 24th/f (mm) outcome | 25th/f (nn) outcome | 26th/f (oo) outcome | 27th/f (pp) outcome | 28th/f (qq) outcome | 29th/f (rr) outcome | 30th/f (ss) outcome | 31st/f (tt) outcome | 32nd/f (uu) outcome | 33rd/f (vv) outcome | 34th/f (ww) outcome | 35th/f (xx) outcome | 36th/f (yy) outcome | 37th/f (zz) outcome | 38th/f (aa) outcome | 39th/f (bb) outcome | 40th/f (cc) outcome | 41st/f (dd) outcome | 42nd/f (ee) outcome | 43rd/f (ff) outcome | 44th/f (gg) outcome | 45th/f (hh) outcome | 46th/f (ii) outcome | 47th/f (jj) outcome | 48th/f (kk) outcome | 49th/f (ll) outcome | 50th/f (mm) outcome | 51st/f (nn) outcome | 52nd/f (oo) outcome | 53rd/f (pp) outcome | 54th/f (qq) outcome | 55th/f (rr) outcome | 56th/f (ss) outcome | 57th/f (tt) outcome | 58th/f (uu) outcome | 59th/f (vv) outcome | 60th/f (ww) outcome | 61st/f (xx) outcome | 62nd/f (yy) outcome | 63rd/f (zz) outcome | 64th/f (aa) outcome | 65th/f (bb) outcome | 66th/f (cc) outcome | 67th/f (dd) outcome | 68th/f (ee) outcome | 69th/f (ff) outcome | 70th/f (gg) outcome | 71th/f (hh) outcome | 72th/f (ii) outcome | 73th/f (jj) outcome | 74th/f (kk) outcome | 75th/f (ll) outcome | 76th/f (mm) outcome | 77th/f (nn) outcome | 78th/f (oo) outcome | 79th/f (pp) outcome | 80th/f (qq) outcome | 81th/f (rr) outcome | 82th/f (ss) outcome | 83th/f (tt) outcome | 84th/f (uu) outcome | 85th/f (vv) outcome | 86th/f (ww) outcome | 87th/f (xx) outcome | 88th/f (yy) outcome | 89th/f (zz) outcome | 90th/f (aa) outcome | 91th/f (bb) outcome | 92th/f (cc) outcome | 93th/f (dd) outcome | 94th/f (ee) outcome | 95th/f (ff) outcome | 96th/f (gg) outcome | 97th/f (hh) outcome | 98th/f (ii) outcome | 99th/f (jj) outcome | 100th/f (kk) outcome |

**Coding Legend:**
a given process measure within (at most) a \( \pm 10\% \) interval with 95% certainty. For example, for a given process measure, if the process measure is followed in 80 out of 100 (80%) patients in the initial period, then the 95% exact binomial CI will be approximately (71% to 87%), with a width of 16%. With 400 patients in the consolidation period, it will be possible to estimate the true complication rate for a given process measure within a \( \pm 5\% \) interval with 95% certainty. For example, for a given process measure, if the process measure is followed in 380 out of 400 (95%) patients, then the 95% exact binomial CI will be approximately (92% to 97%), with a width of 5%. In this pilot phase, the adherence rates during the initial and consolidation phases will not be directly compared. Secondary logistic regression analyses will be performed to determine important predictors of complication, including acuity at admission (elective, emergency), surgery type (orthopaedic, plastic, obstetric, intra-abdominal), length and time of operation, wound classification and American Society of Anesthesiologists risk index classification.

Community-based follow-up

The rate of patient improvement will be assessed by CHW patient follow-up 1 week and 3 weeks following discharge from the hospital using formatted checklist documents and consistent data collection techniques. CHWs will be provided with structured training and hospital staff support, as currently occurs within the Bayalpata CHW program.28

Follow-up in rural Nepal is complicated by the severe lack of effective transportation infrastructure. Furthermore, given the dearth of services in the area, it is expected that patients will be travelling long distances to reach the hospital. In the first 3 months of implementation of x-ray services at Bayalpata Hospital, for example, 20% of patients travelled, typically by foot, for more than 10 h each way to access services.29 Despite these challenges, based on existing experience at the hospital, we hypothesise that this program will be able to provide follow-up services to 95% of patients throughout the study period.

Complication rates

Major complication rates form the basis of any surgical services monitoring and evaluation program, yet the rate at which they occur in resource-limited settings has yet to be studied. Immediate post-surgical clinical complications will be tracked as shown in box 3.30 31 These data will be interpreted in light of the qualitative analysis of Bayalpata Hospital’s existing mortality and morbidity review program and quantitative data analysis of trends and frequency of post-operative occurrences.

Our primary outcome for this analysis will be the rate of major complications (including death, as per box 3) within the first 7 days following surgery. Patients who are lost to follow-up will be considered treatment failures, both programmatically within Bayalpata Hospital and from a research/evaluation standpoint within the context of the study. Patients and their families may, and in our experiences often do, leave earlier than the treatment team may suggest. However, even in these instances, we should be able to track down patients in their home communities. Both programmatically and scientifically, we feel that it is important to document longer than usual surgical care follow-up. A secondary outcome will be the rate of major complications prior to leaving the hospital.

With 100 patients in the initial period, it will be possible to estimate the true complication rate within a \( \pm 10\% \) interval with 95% certainty. For example, if 5 out of 100 (5%) patients have a complication in the initial period, then the 95% exact binomial CI will be approximately (1.6% to 11.3%), with a width of 9.7%. With 400 patients in the consolidation period, it will be possible to estimate the true complication rate within a \( \pm 5\% \) interval with 95% certainty. For example, if 20 out of 400 (5%) patients have a complication, then the 95% exact binomial CI will be approximately (3.1% to 7.6%), with a width of 4.5%. In this pilot phase, the complication rates during the initial and consolidation phases will not be directly compared. The complication rates are expected to be too small to fit a multiple logistic regression model to determine important predictors. However, with 20 complications in the consolidation phase, it would be possible to fit logistic regression models with each covariate separately.
Ethics and dissemination

In this assessment of a surgical services intervention, the primary risk to subjects is the leaking of protected health information. The surgical services that patients receive are part of the standard of care practices at Bayalpata Hospital and are not research-related. Ensuring the privacy and anonymity of patient information is essential, and measures will be employed in accordance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) guidelines to ensure patient confidentiality. Such measures will include careful de-identification of patient records, use of secure servers, password-protected databases and physical locking of medical record storage in the clinic. No protected health information will be recorded or transmitted electronically. Bayalpata Hospital staff members have extensive experience in ensuring the safety of protected health information through an ongoing data management program.

An additional risk is that of psychological harm to patients who are interviewed following surgery. This will be minimised by having sensitivity training for all staff members and by using standardised instruments. Staff debriefing will also be conducted to identify challenges and encourage open discussion for support and resolution.

Ethics review board proposals will be submitted to the Brigham and Women’s Hospital and to the Nepal Health Research Council prior to starting the study. All de-identified data, protocols and documentation from the study will be made openly accessible to the public and disseminated via a public-access website.33

DISCUSSION

This prospective study will be the first to describe and assess the implementation of surgical services in a resource-limited practice environment. It is proposed that there are two components missing from the WHO’s existing IMEESC program: (1) explicit mechanisms for community-based follow-up and (2) quality improvement initiatives. While these components are involved to some extent, effective real-world implementation requires greater attention to these topics. Hence, the proposed study will follow an IMEESC-Plus protocol in rural Nepal that will incorporate these two additional elements.

The primary limitation of this research is that it is a single-facility study. Biases can be seen when studying the effects of a single hospital or surgeon. It is anticipated, however, that the in-depth analysis of the process and logistics of surgical scale-up implementation will form the necessary groundwork for a larger multi-site study. Furthermore, the implementation of surgical services requires a broad-based team approach, and this study will examine the entire trauma and surgical system. This system, while dependent upon individual providers, must contain set protocols that operate effectively despite the strengths and weaknesses of any given clinician. The longitudinal data on implementation process costs, safety and utilities that this study will provide are not yet available. Once determined, however, these data will provide basic parameters for designing a larger implementation research study.
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